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LORRAINE BERAK, EDITOR

Making a Difference

m

elcome back to another school
year. I am probably not alone in
wishing that we had just a few
more weeks to accomplish all the
"Summer To-Do's" that were on our list.
However, the most important task we now
have at hand is to look at ways we can make
a difference for those students with whom
we work this year. With that in mind, I

would like to invite you to read an interesting document I received in the mail this
summer. It was written by Andrew
Lohrmann, a first-grade teacher in Reed
City, Michigan. The message that Andrew
sends us all as we begin this year is that we
can indeed make a difference. My personal
thanks to Andrew for sharing this writing
with us.

Lorraine

The Dream of a River Man
Normally I am not one to share my
dreams with people. For one, they are
often personal, and two, they are usually
quickly forgotten in the morning as I begin
to awaken to the day's needs, and I am
rushing out the door with my head
churning with lesson plans. However, the
dream I had the previous night lingered
with me like smoke from a snuffed-out
candle.
I dreamed I was standing on the edge of
a muddy riverbank. It was a quiet, warm
night and the river was wide and swift
flowing. Strangely, it was dark and
throughout the dream there was no sound.
Standing around me were young children
of an unknown age, and I knew in an
instant they needed to be taken into the
river, and it was my job to take them. As
we were entering the water I noticed that
most had small brown rafts tied to them
with rope. There were some that had
nothing with them as they entered the
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water. Those with rafts immediately began
to float with the current, and those without
struggled, silently, and I knew they were
going to drown. Yet, I could not stop these
children from coming into the water. They
were all compelled to go into the water
with me. I also noticed I had my own raft,
bigger than the others and full of what I
can only describe as bundles of sticks. I
quickly dumped some of these sticks to
make room for those without rafts, but I
still could not get all of them to float.
As we floated down the river I handed
these bundles I had to the children floating
in the water. Children took them and began
to attach them to their own raft. Some
could not take the material because they
began to struggle with the current and
keeping their raft afloat. Others could only
take small pieces or their raft would
become overwhelmed, so the bundles
floated uselessly out of reach. Those
bundles I retrieved and broke apart, and
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gave to them in smaller pieces. There were
some, though, that could take all the
material, and they began to transform their
rafts. Even though there was much activity
I clearly remember the heavy silence. Soon
there was an odd collection of children and
their rafts floating down the river. Wide
spaces were between the children, yet I
was able to make sure that they got what
material they could take. Even though
there was much happening in the river, I
found myself again standing on the
riverbank, my raft either empty or gone,
distant from the children in the water.
Feeling exhausted, I knew my part was
over.
As I was watching the children in the
water, Despair came and broke me down as
he pointed west and out to the bodies of
those who no longer struggled, but still
were carried by the current. When I fell to
my knees with my head bowed, no longer
able to stand the sight, tears streaming
down my cheeks, Joy came and lifted me
as she pointed east to the fleet of huge
beautiful ships and the captains striding
along the decks. When I turned to leave the

river, once again I found children, waiting
for me to take them into the water. The
dream ended when I opened my arms to
embrace them.
I am now finishing my fifth year as a
teacher. It has been a good year, both with
its struggles and its joys. This dream/
metaphor of teaching caused me to look
closer at myself as a teacher. Often we take
children through the year who are not
ready or prepared for school, and we, as
teachers, must struggle tremendously to
keep them afloat and not to become
overwhelmed with all that we give them to
learn. At times, it is enough to become
frustrated and give up. But, taking in the
longer picture, looking farther
"downstream," and watching those children
transform, I see it is worth every moment
in the water. You see, I was one of those
whose "raft" never seemed to float. Yet,
because of some wonderful teachers and
their efforts and struggles I am now the
captain of my own ship.
Mr. Lohrmann is currently working on
his master's degree in reading.
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